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For the last two years we have lived in a volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous world, both at home and at work.  McKinsey 

Global Institute estimates that only 5 percent of jobs in the US could be fully automated, but in about 60 percent of occupations, 

one-third of activities can be automated (Manyika, et al, 2017). The result: AI will radically alter how work gets done and who does it. 

In this era of accelerated change, the focus needs to be on the implications of automation on the nature of work, rather than the 

dislocation of workers. These implications include a new blended workforce of Humans and Bots, the development of uniquely 

human skills and the creation of new job roles in the age of artificial intelligence. For mid-life and mid-career individuals, these 

implications include learning new digital skills while employed, passing along institutional knowledge and working to build mentor-

ing relationships with younger employees all while juggling working side-by-side with bots at work.

 

Humans + Bots Are the New Blended Workforce

Humans and bots will need to learn how to work as a team. Accenture research among 1,500 companies detailed in the book, Human 

+ Machine Re-Imagining Work in the Age of AI, shows that firms achieve the most significant performance improvements when 

humans and machines work together (Wilson & Daugherty, 2018). DBS Bank, the largest bank in Southeast Asia, leverages a bot for 

recruiting, allowing the company to reduce the time to hire, increase productivity of DBS recruiters, and deliver an enhanced 

candidate experience. DBS recruiters work side-by-side training the bot to answer a candidate's queries so they can spend more time 

conducting meaningful interviews and determining who will make the best new hire.

The Future of Skills Will Combine Technical with Uniquely Human Skills

Constant upskilling of workers will be the new normal for employers and employees. McKinsey estimates that 87% of companies are 

either currently facing skills gaps or expect gaps to emerge in the next five years (McKinsey, 2020). While having a basic digital literacy 

is increasingly necessary, developing uniquely human skills will continue to be in demand. I think of these human skills as falling into 

the five C’s: curiosity, critical thinking, change management, creativity and collaboration (Meister, 2019). 

Building these skills will augment human potential and help workers avoid becoming redundant. Mid-life, mid-career individuals are 

uniquely positioned to help build the uniquely human skills of their colleagues as they have had a lifetime of experience developing 

these skills (Staudinger, 1999).

New Job Roles Are Being Created in the Age of AI

The World Economic Forum Future of Jobs report estimates 75 million current jobs will be displaced by the shift in the division of 

labor between humans, machines and algorithms, but 133 million new jobs will be created (World Economic Forum, 2018).  Sales-

force and IBM are two companies that have already created new leadership jobs that embrace this age of AI. Salesforce announced a 

new role of Chief Ethical Officer focusing on the development of strategies to use AI in an ethical, responsible and humane manner 

(Feiner, 2018). IBM created a role of Vice President Data and AI for HR to maximize HR for speed, personalization and the delivery of an 

optimal employee experience (Meister, 2018). While these are senior positions, junior positions like ChatBot Coach are also being 

created by HR departments to train Recruiting Specialists in how to work with Chatbots to answer frequently asked questions posed 

by candidates and employees. And importantly, as profiled in Harvard Business Review, we are seeing new job roles being created 

acknowledging the increase of AI in the workplace, such as Human Bias Officer, responsible for ensuring fairness, explainability and 

accountability for use of AI in the workplace.

  

While artificial intelligence in the workplace will increase productivity and help us work smarter, it will also lead to the creation of new 

job roles in a workplace that is multi-generational and where augmenting human potential becomes the new normal. The combina-

tion of these three forces of change – a new blended workforce, new technical and human skills and new job roles – provides an 

opportunity to understand the power of how AI can complement and augment our human capabilities, not replace them.
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